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Development of pore pressure and material damping during cyclic loading 

L.B. Ibsen, Aalborg University, Denmark 

ABSTRACT: The behaviour of sand during cyclic loading can be characterized as "stabilizaEion", "instant stabilization". "pore 
pressure buildup" and "iiquefaction". The terminologies can be defined exactly by a simple rnathematical formulation based on 
the existence of a cyclic stable state. By introducing a mobilization index M it is possible to describe the rtrongly hysteretic 
behaviour during loading and unloading, even if the stress patb is complicated. 

INTRODUCTION 

In tbe last thirty years a geat  numbu of test seties with cyclic 
loading of sand have b- performed, many phenomena have 
b e n  dwcribed and important theories have been prwented. 
Today the main problem is to gather all relevant information 
in a wnsistent mathematid formulation. 

Laboratory testing gives a passibility tostudy soil behanour 
in details. However, it is widely recognized that it is not possi- 
ble to use laboratory test resdta for practicd purposea without 
calibrating them against field tests and fidd obaervations. 

For instance, the preparation of a sand specimm and the 
reconstniction of stress history and 8eismichistory have a ma- 
jor dect on the cyclic hehaviour. In most naturd deposita, 
mil elemmts are subjected to shear str- c m r e q m d ' i  to 
the "earth pressure of m t n  situation. in earth stmctura, cloae 
to natural slopes or beneath ioundations, soil elemrnts are sub- 
jected to even larger ahear s t r e s s .  The stresa history is re- 
u>nstructed by anisotropic consolidation before cydic testing. 

An old sand d e p i t  in an earthquaks region has been vi- 
brated many timea in its lifdime and the specimen shodd 
therefore be preparsd by a vibration tecbn'~que at a kvel m- 
responding to the aeismic history. 

The success of laboratary testing dependa on the extent to 
which the in-situ charactetistics are reesteblished. 

The purpose of this paper is therefore limited to describe 
in mathematid f o d a t i o n s  the phenomena imolved in soil 
response on cyclic loading, and to give a definition of the temi- 
nologies, which are already accepted, but not clearly defined. 
I t  wmbines the two different assumptinns 

i) Alternating loads build up pare pressure, and liqnefac- 
tion will develop if th. amplitude or the number of cydes 
are big enough (initiated by Seed and Lee in 1966). 

ii) The initial effective stress state aad the relative density 
of the soil play a definitive mle for the behanour of a 
soil. U the initial shear stresa exceeds a certain d u e  the 
pore pressun will be reduccd by cyciic losding and the 
soil will stabilize (Casagrande 1976. Cartro and Poulus 
1977, Laung 1980). 

The paper is based on tnaxial tests on a uniform sand called 
Lund no O. The mean diameter d= = 0.4 mm, the coefficient 
of uniformity U = 1.7, the initial void ratio 0.62 wrresponding 
to a density index ID = 0.7. The test spffimens were prepared 
by a pluvial technique and carefdiy saturated in vacuum. A 
test wnsists of an anisotropic wnaolidation phane followed by 
cyclic loading at wnstant volume. 

STATIC BEHAVIOUR OF DENSE SAND 

The pararneters, which d d b e  the state of a soil under axi- 
symmetricd stresa wnditions, are 

1 
the mean n o m d  stress p' = - (d ,  3 + 20;) 
the deviator stress q' = (d, -d,) 
the volumetric strain E. = EI  + 2eg 

the distorsion 
2 

E - - (€1 - ~ 3 )  
# - 3  

where 01 is the v a t i d  and OS the horiwntd pressure. 
The atrength of a mil is wmaliy desuibed by the Mohr- 

Coulomb's failure citerion. "Failuren is defined as a s t a b  
where q is maximurn. and wmponds  normally to a distorsion 
c, = 5 - 10%. The atmgth pararneten, C and q' are aenumed 
to depend on the void ratio only. in F i p r e  1 is shown the 
failure line wmponding to e = 0.62. 

Figure 1. Stress path in an undrained test compared with the 
Mohr-Coulomb failure citetáon. 



In a stress state with very smal1 deviatoric stresses the 
behaviour of a sand is contractive, but when q' increases a 
dense sand dilates. However, it is not possible to cut up the 
/-/-P stress-space in a contractive and a dilative zone, because 
changes in E, depend on stress increments. 

The stress path far an undrained test is shown in Fiyre  1. 
It is of particular interest because the finit cycle on cyclic load- 
ing has to follow a similar stress path. It must be emphasized 
that for normal stress leveln this stress path does not descrihe 
an undrained failure state, because the destorsion is too small. 
only E, c 0.5 - 1.0%. At very high stress levels E, = 5 - 10% 
and failure can occur. We can condude that the first cycle in 
an undrained cyclic test has limited strains. 

MOBUIZATION INDEX M 

Tbe deviator stress q' can be normaiized by introducing a m* 
bilization index M 

where d/  corresponds to the actual mean normal stress #. 
The advantage of using a mobilization index instead of the 

often used stress ratio (4 - 4) /c; is obvious: It is possible 
to compare tests with different soil and densities, because q' is 
n o d z e d  with respect to the strength of the sail. M can be 
used with succes even for cumed failure envelopes and as men- 
tioned later a mathematical description of hystereais is possible 
even for large strains and complicated stress variations. 

The mobilization index is intmduced in F ip re  2. The 
drained, anisotropic strau stak (P,,%) just before cydic load- 
ing is then (P,, M:). During cydic loading the amplitude A is 
conatant and the maximum d u e  of M at each cycle is: 

where h is the amplitude ratio and M, is the mean d u e  of 
M .  

CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TESTS 

In triaxial tests the loads, movemts,  volume, and pore pres- 
sure are measured on tbe outside of the test specimen, and it is 
essential to have homogeneous conditions inside the specimen 
i! order to achieve correct values of stressea, strains, and void 
ratio. Thc height of the specimen is therefore equal to the di- 
ameter, and smooth prmure heads are used. But in extension 
it is impossible to avoid inhomogeneous strains at failure where 
'neckingn occurs, preventing the strain and stresses from being 
calculated correctly. 

Figure 2. Normalization of the deviator stress q. Variation of 
M during cyclic loading. 

Figure 3. Simultaneous liquefaction in compression and exten- 
sion. Risk for necking. 

The Mohr-Coulomb failure miterion is unsymmetric in tri- 
axial compression and extension, because the intennediate nor- 
mal stress changes from d,, to d,,. 

6sinip' 
In compression: q; = - (p' + c'cotp') 

3 - sin$ 

-6sin<p1 
(4) 

In extension: q; = - 
3 + sin$ 

(P' + c'w~Q') 

if q' varies symmetrically M, = sinrp</(3 + s ind)  at failure. 
Failure then talte place simultanp>usly in compression and ex- 
tension (Figure 3). if M, < sinp'/(S+sin$) at failure nedring 
takes place. Tbe corresponding initial d u e  of M, is given by 

In tests with M; = M. the strains in loading and reload- 
ing are almost identical, and the cydic stress-strain c w e s  are 
reversible. 

CYCLIC PHENOMENA 

The stable state M. 
lt is naw postulated that a stable state exists at a eertain m* 
bilization index M., when the p i t i v e  and negative pore pres- 
sure generated during a loading cyde neutralize each other, 
pmvided that IM,.,I < 1. In the stable state the stress vari- 
ation during a loading cycle d m  not change anymore. The 
stable state M. h a  been verified in an extensive test series, 
shown in Fiyre 4. The initial value of M,, the confining pres- 
sure, the amplitude and the number of cycles vary from test 
to test, but the number of cyclep, N, is large enough to ensure 
that the last hundred8 of cycla takes place in the stable state, 
where the stress paths do not change. 

Stabilization 

It is seen that when Mi > M. then negative pore pressure will 
develop and the effective stress level will increase until the at& 
ble state is reached. This phenomenon is called 'stabilization". 
If M; >> M, then "instant stabilization" takes place. 

Pore presssure buildup and liquefaction 
If M, < M, and IMmoll c 1 a positive pore pressure wiU 
be generated and the effective stress level wili deaease until 
tbe stable state is reached. This phenomenon is called "pore 
pressure buildup'. 



II Mm, rquals i during pore pressure buildup, the hys- 
ierecic strains get very large ( E ,  = %LO%), the testing equip- 
ment loases all cantroi. and the peak pore pressure in each cy- 
cle r ise to the confining pressure(This ultimate state is caiied 
"liquefaction". It is weil documented in many test series. 

I 
Mathematicai formulation 
,A simple description of this phenomenon is given by: 

Mm = Mm + (M, - M:) f (N)  

where f (N)  is a function of the number af cycles. f ( N )  = O 
fo rN=Oand  f ( N ) - 1 f o r N - m .  Thus 

t is rather close to 1. In analysis of liquefaction risks during 
earthquakes an advantageous value of C is 1.25. 

N. depends on M,?" as indicated in Figure 5, whicb is based 
on results from a larger number of tests than shown in Figure 
4. It is seen that 

l - M,?" 
N.=', 

'M: is at the actuai stress level iimited upwards: Mm < 0.8. 
Figue 6 shows the three passible developments of M, and 

M,.. during cyc6c loading as given by formulas (6).  (7), (8). 

STRESS VARIATION DURING CYCLIC LOADING 

Figure7 shows some examples af stress variatiom during cydic 
loading, which wrresponds to the phenomena defined eariier. 

The &t loading ( N  = 1) aiways follows the stress path in 
a static undrained test. and the wrresponding value of M is 
always lesser than one. This causeJ in Figure 7 b) a negative 
pore prwsure big enough to s t a b i i i ~  the sand aimoet immedi- 
ateiy. 

As the cydic loading gow on the distorsion grows bigger 
and bigger and when E, % 5 - 10% the maximum vaiue of M 
is able to reach 1. In Figure 7 d) Iiquefaction can occur. 

In tests where M,?" < M., necking c m  give big distarsions 
and liqueiaction after a few cydes. 

HYSTERETIC BEHAVIOUR OF SAND 

The behaviour of sand during cyclic loading is strongly hys- 
teretic and irreversibility accurs and causes permanent defor- 
mations. 

O 20 40 60 O 20 40 60 

Figure 7. Stress 

Figure 4. Ve"ficatiou of the stable static M.. 

Figure 5 .  Estimation of N. as a function of Mk formula 8. 

Y. ____---- 
log N Log N 

O 

Figure 6. Development of the degree of mobilmation under 
cyciic loading. 
a) Increasing M,, resulting in pore pressure build-up. 
b) Increasing M,, resulting in liquefaction. 
c) Increasing M,.. resulting in stabilization. 

c) pore pressure buildup d) upueracrion 

80 t " 80 1. " 

O 20 40 60 O 20 40 60 

in cydic loading. 



The irreversibility depends on Mm and does not o c w  for 
:U: = M.. It depends on (M: - M,), (M. - M:) and the 
number of cycles. In Fiyre  7 a) the irreversibility dominates 
the hysteresis, in Figure 7 d) only smdi irreversi$iIity occurs. 

Two stress cycles from the sequence in Figure 7 d) are 
shown in Figure 10. It shows that the behaviour of sand in 
thi8 case is strongly hysteretic. The shape of the two curves are 
considerably different, cormponding to the different variations 
in p' and q'. and it seerne very complicated for a rnathematical 
description. 

Howcver, by introducing themobilization index M the cuwes 
h m e  very regular and the mathematical farmulation rather 
easy. 

A performance curve for a first loading is shown in Figure 
8 with Mk EJ O. It can be described by 

where GM is a normalized shear modulus. and n is a parameter 
which deswibes the curvature. in unloading the formula is 
modified to 

and a hysteric cydic curve can then be desuibed by: 

a M  M -a; = GM (l - sign (z) IM"I) 

This shows mntinuity and differentiability for M = O, (Figure 
9). The formuia is a simplified Bouc-Wen fornufa 

A further study shows that when M, # O unrealiatic irre 
venihilities occur except for amall stress amplitudes. in order 
to separate the hysteretic behanoux from irreversibility, the 
formula is modiiied 

M-M, M-M,  B(M - M=) = 1 - sign - - 
a€ ( ( k ) l l - M , r ) ( l O )  

in F iy re  10 fornula (10) is fitted to test resuits with s m d  
values of M, by the method of least squares. Characteristic 
valuea of G. and n are GM = 900 and n = 0.5. 

Figure 8. Normalid performance curve. 

M neg 
d e M pos 

6 c  

Figure 9. Hysteretic curve (eq 9). 

~ .. 

Figure 10. Hysteretic curves estimated from eq (10) and mea- 
sured in triaial tests. 

Using formuia (6), (7), (8) and (10) the development af hys- 
teresis during cydic loading can be followed and the damping 

ratio D calnilated. For smal1 vdues of M, the damping ratio 
dependa on M,, ody: 

Hardin and Drnevich propose for a dean dense sand D = 
0.28 - 0.015 log(N), which is seen to correspond to a natural 
state with stabilisation. 

CONCLUSION 

The behanour of sand subjected to cyclic loading is dmcribni 
in simple mathernatid formulations by introducing s normal- 
ized deviator stress, called the mobihtion index. This paper 
shows how stabilization, instant stabilization, pore pressure 
buildup, and tiqudactian dcvelop and how bysteretic curvca 
and damping ratios can be calcuiated. The damping ratio 
agreea ven with expected values for a saturated sand. 
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